**Powerauto Mount Gear Pumps**

For high pressure and flow applications. Ideal for cranes, load lifter and compactor applications.

POW  
PUA

**ISO/DIN and UNI Mounts**

For moderate to high-pressure flows. Ideal for cranes, access equipment and tippers.

T Series  
T Uni Bidirectional Mount

**Piston Pumps**

Suited to applications requiring high pressure with confined spaces and available in Powauto ISO mount configurations.

BENT Axis  
Axial

**Hydraulic Gear Pumps**

Q Series  
High pressure up to 280 BAR.  
This is a modular design that can be assembled in a number of different configurations. 
This also allows for different housing frame sizes.

**Remote Mounts, Pumps, Shafts and Flanges**

Remote Mounts and Adapting  
08 Powauto  
1310 - 1410 Flange  
13-SAE B  
ISO/DIN

...for the long haul